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26The identification of similar entities represented by records in different databases has drawn consider-
27able attention in many application areas, including in the health domain. One important type of entity
28matching application that is vital for quality healthcare analytics is the identification of similar patients,
29known as similar patient matching. A key component of identifying similar records is the calculation of
30similarity of the values in attributes (fields) between these records. Due to increasing privacy and confi-
31dentiality concerns, using the actual attribute values of patient records to identify similar records across
32different organizations is becoming non-trivial because the attributes in such records often contain
33highly sensitive information such as personal and medical details of patients. Therefore, the matching
34needs to be based on masked (encoded) values while being effective and efficient to allow matching of
35large databases.
36Bloom filter encoding has widely been used as an efficient masking technique for privacy-preserving
37matching of string and categorical values. However, no work on Bloom filter-based masking of numerical
38data, such as integer (e.g. age), floating point (e.g. body mass index), and modulus (numbers wrap around
39upon reaching a certain value, e.g. date and time), which are commonly required in the health domain,
40has been presented in the literature. We propose a framework with novel methods for masking numerical
41data using Bloom filters, thereby facilitating the calculation of similarities between records. We conduct
42an empirical study on publicly available real-world datasets which shows that our framework provides
43efficient masking and achieves similar matching accuracy compared to the matching of actual unencoded
44patient records.
45� 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
46

47

48

49 1. Background

50 1.1. Introduction

51 With the rapid increase of patient data collected in hospitals
52 and clinical institutions through the use of Electronic Medical
53 Records (EMR), efficient analysis and mining of data to provide
54 effective healthcare support and to improve the quality of health-
55 care services is an emerging discipline in health research [1]. One
56 successful data mining technique adopted in healthcare systems
57 is similar patient matching (SPM), also known as similar patient
58 search or patient similarity evaluation [2]. SPM plays a key role
59 in healthcare research including clinical trials [3], inpatient bed
60 management [4], and personalized healthcare applications [5].
61 The fundamental component of SPM is the evaluation of simi-
62 larities between patient records by comparing the attribute (field)
63 values (personal and medical attributes such as age, gender, body

64mass index, blood pressure and fasting blood sugar) using compar-
65ison functions. Fig. 1 shows an overview of SPM with three exam-
66ple records in a patient database and a sample query patient
67record. The aim of SPM is to calculate a numerical similarity value
68for each attribute used by applying a comparison function between
69pairs of patient and query records. Based on the attribute-level
70similarities, an overall record-level similarity is calculated and
71the records are ranked according to their overall similarity with
72the query record. Finally, the top m ranked records (with m P 1)
73are retrieved as matching records for each query record.
74There have been numerous work done for SPM [2,7–10], how-
75ever, all of these existing approaches are built under a non
76privacy-preserving setting, where sharing and using of patient data
77across different organizations are not restricted due to privacy and
78confidentiality concerns. However, in today’s world it is often not
79legally and ethically allowed in many countries to share or
80exchange data, especially medical data, across organizations due
81to the growing privacy and confidentiality concerns [11]. There-
82fore, SPM needs to be conducted by using masked (encoded) attri-
83bute values.
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84 Several masking functions (that transform original data in such
85 a way that there exists a specific functional relationship between
86 the original data and the masked data [12]) have been used for pre-
87 serving privacy of actual values ranging from expensive crypto-
88 graphic techniques to efficient perturbation-based techniques
89 [13]. Bloom filter-based masking is one efficient perturbation pri-
90 vacy technique that has been widely used in privacy-preserving
91 record linkage [14–16] and privacy-preserving set operations
92 [17,18]. However, existing Bloom filter-based masking functions
93 are suitable only for string or categorical data. Masking numerical
94 data such as integer, floating point, and modulus values is, how-
95 ever, important for SPM as these data types are commonly used
96 in the health domain.
97 In this paper, we propose efficient Bloom filter-based masking
98 approaches for numerical data and develop a solution for the
99 privacy-preserving SPM (PP-SPM) problem. Our main contribu-

100 tions are: (1) based on Bloom filter masking techniques that have
101 shown to be successful for approximate matching of string data
102 [14,19], we propose novel Bloom filter masking approaches for
103 numerical data that have similar characteristics as for string data
104 (i.e. they are efficient, effective, and secure), (2) develop a compre-
105 hensive framework for PP-SPM using Bloom filter masking-based
106 similarity calculations for matching different types of data, and
107 (3) report on an extensive empirical study of our framework on
108 three publicly available real-world datasets.
109 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.2 we
110 review the literature related to our work. In Section 2 we define the
111 research problem addressed in this paper. We propose numerical
112 data masking methods in Section 2.1, and present a framework
113 for PP-SPM in Section 2.2. We analyze our proposed framework
114 in terms of complexity, privacy and accuracy in Section 2.3, and
115 empirically evaluate the framework on real-world datasets in Sec-
116 tion 3. We then conclude with an outlook to future research direc-
117 tions in Section 4.

118 1.2. Related work

119 1.2.1. Similar patient matching
120 Identifying similar patients or linking the same patients across
121 different databases has increasingly been investigated and imple-
122 mented in several healthcare projects, including the SAIL databank
123 in Wales [20], the Manitoba research registry in Canada [21], and
124 the Western Australia Data Linkage System and the Centre for
125 Health Record Linkage (CHeReL) in Australia [22].
126 Similar patient matching (SPM) can be considered as a domain-
127 specific problem in the research area of nearest neighbor search,

128which has been identified as a core data mining problem [23].
129Nearest neighbor search is an optimization problem for finding
130the closest (most similar) data points for a given query data point,
131where closeness is typically expressed in terms of a distance/sim-
132ilarity metric function. Several techniques have been developed to
133address the nearestneighbor search problem, ranging from cluster-
134ing, graph-based learning, to classification and information retrie-
135val [6,24]. The goal of SPM is to derive a distance metric that is
136context sensitive and is able to measure the similarity between
137patients represented by records containing medical as well as per-
138sonal data [2].
139An SPM method to find patients with a similar heartbeat pat-
140tern was introduced by Park and Kang [7]. The abstraction of a
141patient’s typical heartbeat pattern was represented as a string
142using regular expressions and then the edit distance measure
143was applied on these abstractions. Edit distance is commonly used
144to quantify the similarity of two strings in terms of the minimum
145number of edit operations required to transform one string into
146another [6]. Three approximate string comparison functions, which
147are Levenshtein edit distance, Jaro–Winkler, and the longest com-
148mon substring [6], were evaluated for medical record linkage by
149Grannis et al. [25], and the results showed that each comparator
150has strengths and weaknesses with some techniques being highly
151specific and others highly sensitive.
152Saeed and Mark [8] employed a multi-resolution description
153scheme for representing temporal ICU patient data and used unsu-
154pervised metrics for retrieving similar patients. Sun et al. [9] pro-
155posed a supervised metric learning algorithm to evaluate patient
156similarities. This approach uses statistical and wavelet-based fea-
157tures to capture the characteristics of patients, and proposed
158supervised metric learning to incorporate physician’s domain
159knowledge. Wang et al. [10] extended the supervised metric learn-
160ing approach by Sun et al. [9] to update the metric interactively
161and to work with multiple types of feedback from different
162physicians.
163Recent work by Wang [2] investigated the scalability of SPM
164and proposed adaptive tree-based indexing approaches to reduce
165the quadratic computational burden that arises from pairwise dis-
166tance calculations. The proposed approach, rather than using a uni-
167form distance measure for all the patients in the indexing tree, uses
168a specific distance metric for a subset of patients within a single
169node based on the distribution of data in the tree.
170However, no work has so far focused on SPM in a
171privacy-preserving setting. Developing privacy-preserving tech-
172niques has been an emerging trend in several research disciplines
173related to SPM, including privacy-preserving data mining [26],
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Fig. 1. An overview of similar patient matching (SPM) using three example (made-up) patient records and a query record with attributes suburb (string), gender (categorical),
age (integer), body mass index (floating point), blood pressure (floating point), and date of last visit (modulus). Similarities are calculated using edit distance [6] for strings,
exact matching for categorical, and absolute difference similarity [6] for numerical values. The overall similarity of each record with the query record is calculated as average
over all attributes and ranking is based on these overall similarities.
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